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FAQs about Girls in BSA (updated 10.30.18) 

 
We would like to provide several logistical points in anticipation of your questions which 
might range from "How can girls be in Boy Scouts?" to "How would this work?" to “Why 
do we have to change anything?”   

Q:  What about girls in BOY Scouts??   

A:  In October 2017, BSA announced that it was opening its two primary traditional 
programs – Cub Scouts and Boy Scouts – to girls.  Historically, since the late 1950s, girls 
ages 14-20 have been allowed membership in other BSA programs including Exploring, 
Venturing, and Sea Scouts.  These have been fully co-ed programs but not with 
membership numbers anywhere near those of Cub Scouts and Boy Scouts.  There is a 
lot of historical context to this latest membership decision, but a short answer is that BSA 
has known for decades that some girls (and families) wanted to join the traditional 
programs.  This is an effort to open up the BSA programs to more youth and families. 
There are many families who want the same experience and opportunities for their 
daughters as their sons have had.  While Cub Scout Packs can be co-ed, with girls in girl-
only dens, Troops will NOT be co-ed, but rather single gender. 

Q:  What about the Girl Scouts of America? 

A:  Boy Scouts of America (BSA) and Girl Scouts of America (GSA) are both strong and 
distinctly separate and different organizations.  Each has its own focus, and those, like 
the organizations, are different.  BSA’s move to welcome girls into all of its programs is a 
recognition that BSA is unique and has something to offer girls and boys both.  

Q:  What has 890 been doing about this? 

A:  All 890 units are sponsored or chartered by LHUMC.  We can only run Scouting units 
(Packs, Troops, Crews) with the approval and sponsorship of LHUMC.  In the spring of 
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2018, the Pack and Troop leadership approached LHUMC to discuss the new BSA 
membership changes regarding girls and to get feedback from LHUMC on whether it was 
open to the idea of having girls in Cub Scouts and forming a girl Troop.  The overwhelming 
response was YES.  The “yes” was prefaced on the current Pack and Troop leadership 
supporting this new concept and ensuring that any new Troop followed the successful 
model of Troop 890. 

Q:  So, is 890 going to have a Troop for girls? 

A:  Yes.  LHUMC has approved the concept, plan, and leadership, and there is sufficient 
interest from girls and sufficient adult leadership to make it happen.  Following LHUMC’s 
approval, the Troop Committee will be the decision-making entity over all structural and 
logistical issues for both Troops.  The Troop Committee consists of the adult leaders AND 
all parents, so everybody has a say in what we will do.  Note that this is a separate (linked) 
Troop, with its own Scoutmaster, PLC, and patrols. 

Q:  When is it going to happen? 

A:  Cub Scouts has already opened to girls in early 2018 at various times depending on 
the Council.  Our Council, Circle 10, pushed the start date of girls in Cub Scouts to August 
1, 2018.  Girls are currently joining Packs all over Circle 10 Council and the US.  Pack 
890 now has girl dens.  The launch date for girls in Scouts BSA is February 1, 2019. 

Q:  What about the name Boy Scouts? 

A:  Boy Scouts of America, Inc., (BSA) is the entity chartered by Congress.  That entity 
name will not change.  The BSA has always had a number of “programs” such as Cub 
Scouts, Venturing, Sea Scouts, etc.  The only name change will be for the traditional 
program we all know as “Boy Scouts”.  The national program called “Boy Scouts” will be 
renamed “Scouts BSA.”   

Q:  What is a “linked” Troop? 

A:  BSA has defined a “linked” Troop as one sponsored by the same chartering 
organization that has the same Troop Committee.  Chartering organizations have the 
option of having troops that are completely separate, or troops that are linked 
organizationally.  LHUMC was clear that it strongly preferred a “linked” Troop to provide 
consistency.  Boy Scout Troop 890 has had a strong relationship with LHUMC for over 
55 years, and LHUMC trusts our Troop to run quality Scouting programs that are 
consistent with the Church’s mission.  Additionally, we have and suspect we will continue 
to have families who will have girls and boys in the Troops, and they want the programs 
to be as consistent as possible. 
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Q:  What will we call the Troops? 

A:  BSA is allowing a linked Troop to have the same number as the existing boy Troop if 
the chartering organization so desires.  All involved in the girl Troop want it to have the 
same number, and the Church and Troop Committee is fine with that.  Thus, while both 
Troops will be 890, we will likely call them Troop 890 – Boys and Troop 890 – Girls, or 
Girls’ Troop 890 and Boys’ Troop 890.  We can really call them whatever we want.  (We 
may just start calling the Boys’ Troop the “Flamingo Troop” as that’s cool!) 

Q:  Who will be the main leaders in the new Troop 890 – Girls? 

A:  The Troop Committee is the entity that ultimately approves all adult leadership 
positions.  The way this usually works is that the “Key 3”, consisting of the Chartered Org 
Rep (Dave Fisher), the Committee Chair (Jeff Donnell), and the Scoutmaster (me) identify 
the adults for leadership positions and inform the Committee of their decision, obviously 
subject to a vote when necessary.  At this point, the Key 3 (of the Boys’ Troop) has 
recruited (Mr.) Lane Duncan to be the Scoutmaster and Christine Knefley as the First 
Year Scoutmaster for the younger girl patrol.  Lane may also take on the role as First 
Year Scoutmaster for the older girl patrol.  Both Lane and Christine have boys in the 
Troop who were also in Pack 890 when I was Cubmaster.  We know them and their 
families, and they were hand-picked in part because they know how 890 works.  Dave 
Fisher, the Chartered Org Rep for all 890 units, the current Troop 890 – Boys Adult 
Quartermaster, and the father of Caden (a Second Year) and Avery (a new girl Firstie) 
has agreed to be the Adult Quartermaster in the Girls’ Troop.  Dave has attended and 
also staffed Wood Badge.  There are additional girl parents who are willing to take on 
some leadership roles, and we are working on those.  Lane and Christine will be attending 
Wood Badge in Jan/Feb 2019, as that will remain a requirement for any adult serving in 
a main leadership role.  Yes, males can be Scoutmaster of a Girls’ Troop, just like females 
can Scoutmaster of a Boys’ Troop! 

Q:  What’s Todd’s role in all of this? 

A:   As Scoutmaster of Troop 890 – Boys, I am a member of the Troop Committee just 
like any other parent.  I will have no official role in the Girls’ Troop other than as a mentor 
and resource.  As far as the planning stages, because of my Scouting background and 
because of my commitment to the Boys’ Troop, I have been involved in virtually every 
decision about how the Girls’ Troop would be structured and run.  I will continue to be 
involved in coordinating what both Troops do.      

Q: I have concerns that I don’t think or know if you are addressing; what are my 
options? 

A: There are a lot of families excited about this change, and others have reservations.  If 
you have ideas/suggestions/concerns, now is the best time to chat with me, Lane, 
Christine, Jeff Donnell, and/or David Fisher.  LHUMC and Troop 890 have an opportunity 
to start something new with this, and it will be better if it is informed by everyone’s voice. 
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Q: What concerns are you hearing so far? 

A:  The biggest concern we’ve heard to this point—and one that we share—is that the 
introduction of girls to joint Troop 890 activities (campouts, in particular) will also introduce 
awkwardness and self-consciousness in an arena that has been a safe place to grow and 
“be a boy.”  We believe we can mitigate this concern, and we’d love to talk more with you 
about what that might look like. 

Q:  OK, what I really want to know is how this will work logistically?   

A:  We don’t have many final answers at this point.  BSA has provided little guidance thus 
far, but we don’t necessarily need that anyway.  We know how to run a successful Troop, 
at least for boys.  We know how our co-ed Venturing Crew has worked.  We know that all 
Youth Protection rules will apply, mainly meaning that at least one registered female over 
21 years will have to be present at any and all activities involving the Girls’ Troop.  That 
is no different than the existing rules for any of the co-ed BSA programs (Exploring, 
Venturing).   

We do have some tentative answers to some likely questions. 

Meetings:  Troop Meetings may be on the same night.  If so, we expect (and BSA has 
actually so recommended) to do a joint opening and closing flag ceremony, then split off 
into separate meetings.  The boys would do what they have always done, and we would 
have a few rooms for the girls to do their activities. 

Courts of Honor:  These can be joint or separate.  The plan right now is to have a joint 
COH in May 2019 and see how it goes, then reevaluate from there. 

Campouts:  These can be joint or separate.  We guess that the girls would want to 
participate in some, but not all, of the usual 890 campouts.  If we have a joint campout, 
the details are up for discussion as to where everybody tents, if any activities will be joint, 
etc.  Remember that we have Venturing girls on some of the 890 campouts, and we have 
never had any issues.  Obviously a Troop of girls would be different than a co-ed 14 and 
older Venturing Crew, but we can figure out what logistics work and don’t work.  Tent 
areas will be separate in all cases, likely with the adult campsite located between the girls’ 
site and the boys’ site.  We expect at this point that the girls’ and boys’ campfires will likely 
be separate events.   As there will be girls at the Fall ’18 Olympics campout, this will be 
a great opportunity for us to work out the logistics of what works and doesn’t work. 

Summer Camp:  Right now, Troop 890 – Girls has reserved a campsite for Week #2 at 
Constantin, the same week Troop 890 – Boys will be going.  They will NOT be in the 
same campsite as our boys, but hopefully in a site close by so that we can support each 
other.  We believe that girls will be fully integrated into all summer camp programs 
including merit badges, Brazos Buccaneers, etc.   Circle 10 Council has decided to open 
up all weeks to any Scouts BSA or Venturing Crew units, so that means if a Girls’ Troop 
wants to attend any given week that isn’t already full, they can do it. 
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Gear:  Troop 890 – Girls will be purchasing new gear just like our Firsties do, such as 
tents, cooking gear, etc.  We hope to purchase a needed third Troop trailer which will be 
designated for the equipment for the girls.  At joint campouts, we would have all adults 
feasting at the DADS tent for obvious reasons, and the girl patrols would have their own 
cooking and cleaning stations just like the boys do…except I suspect the girls’ area may 
just be a bit tidier, but we will see! 

Q:  What about Youth Protection rules? 

A:  All current and updated Youth Protection rules would continue to apply.  The main 
tenets of BSA’s YP rules are that two adults must be present for any and all 
Scouting activities, AND there is never any one-on-one contact.  We have been 
strictly abiding by these rules for decades.  The introduction of girls into the Troop 
age group really doesn’t change any existing rules.  Keep in mind that BSA has had 
co-ed programs (Venturing, Exploring, etc.) for several decades for 14+ girls, so we 
already have rules and protocols in place for that.  Any Troop of girls must have one 
registered adult female (over the age of 21) present at all activities; otherwise, there 
is really nothing new.  Females can be leaders in boy Troops, and males can be leaders 
in girl Troops.  We expect to have additional training for the boys and girls about how YP 
works, how to respect privacy, and boundaries.  890 will do this for boys, girls, and parents 
before summer camp, just as we have been doing for many years.   

Q: Can girls earn the Eagle Scout award? 

A:  Yes, girls will be able to earn all the same advancements as boys, including the Eagle 
Scout award.  BSA has announced that girls who are 16 or 17, but not-yet 18 years old 
as of Feb. 1, 2019, can still earn Eagle by applying for time extensions.  I believe this 
transition rule is due to the efforts of a remarkable young lady, Sydney Ireland, who was 
a driving force in making this happen (and who will be 17 in 2019 and very much wants 
to be an Eagle Scout….) 

 

Although this FAQ was a collaborative effort by Lane, Dave, Christine, Jeff, and me, I 
have used the first person in some cases, as I took the main swing in drafting it.  Todd 
(scoutmaster@boys.troop890.org or 214-546-7163)  Call or email me any time.   

mailto:scoutmaster@boys.troop890.org

